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The renault clio is a supermini car (), produced by the french automobile manufacturer renault was launched in
1990, and was in its fourth generation in 2012. the clio has had substantial critical and commercial success,
being consistently one of europe's top-selling cars since its launch, and it is largely credited with restoring
renault's reputation and stature after a difficult second "the renault clio has been with us in several different
guises for many years now. and every version, from the first to the last, has helped establish its reputation for
being a chic, yet refined and grown-up, supermini."Clio renault sport (or clio rs for short) is a hot hatch
produced since 1998 by renault sport, the high-performance division of french automaker renault is based on
the clio supermini.. the engine remained the same since the first clio rs, a 2.0-litre straight-4 petrol engine,
with an ff layout and a three-door hatchback body style. the latest version changed to a 1.6-litre engine with a
Renault clio – driving desire! the new 2019 renault clio is an object of desire and envy that will add a bit of
“oh là là” to the life of any young or young at heart south african driver. designed with sensuous curves and
expressive features, the clio is truly seduction on wheels thanks to its 5 different variants, the authentique,
expression, expression edc, dynamique and gt-line.The renault clio is a stylish and relatively cheap to run
supermini, but it's not a class leader the renault clio looks great and is reasonably cheap to run, but it can't
quite match up to the The clio r.s. combines sports performance with everyday driving enjoyment. find your
nearest renault dealer online and book a test drive today.Wltp figures shown are for comparability purposes;
only compare figures with vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. actual real world driving results
may vary depending on factors such as weather conditions, driving styles, vehicle load or any accessories
fitted after registration.
Renault eurodrive is the all-inclusive car lease program you can trust! since 1954, hundreds of thousands of
american tourists in need of a long term car rental or an affordable one way car rental in france or in europe,
have found that our renault eurodrive buy-back leasing program was the best and cheapest solution to their
needs.The renault clio rs is a hot hatch based on the french firm's ford fiesta rival. it first arrived in 2013,
ditching the old car's naturally aspirated 2.0-litre engine and sweet-shifting manual 2019 renault kadjar engine
specs. the 6-speed manual petrol and diesel engine options for the latest renault kadjar boasts some of the most
impressive engine specs in its class.In this promotional video, renault claimed better performance than the
corolla gts, honda crx and volkswagen gti. maybe the gts driver left his parking brake on (or granny-shifted),
since it finished faster in contemporary road tests.
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